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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call
C Skype

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Current Program Archives”.
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter. Find
MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Other Archives”.
• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download to the
site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
● The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

17th Thurs – 13 MULUC - 12 Lamat – a portal day; follow your hunches; lamat is the stargate, a
visionary aspect
18th Fri – 1 OC .13 MULUC, Good Friday; 13 is transcendent energy; the universal movement of change,
and the possiblility of radical change; time for inner dimensional shift; wise use of rational mind- connect
with spirit, follow your mission.
19th Sat – 2 CHEUN A new wave – OC the dog; a period of sacrifice – use the energy of unconditional
love
20th Sun – 3 EB 2 Cheun – playing with the balance between work and play brought to us by the monkey
21St Mon – 4 BEN 3 EB 3 is activating energy, activating cosmic consciousness
22nd Ap Tues – 5 IX 4 BEN another portal day, we do it with the skywalker energy; also Earth Day; $ is
about good measure, foundation
23rd Wed - 6 MEN 5 IX – jaquar, magician – we use our shaman gifts, 5 is centred energy
24th Thurs – 7 CIB .6 MEN – Men is the eagle energy; 6 supports rythmic energy
ASTROLOGY: ANNIE ROSE:
● Thanks for all of us being here and being able to gather and share
● it's been a rough spring time for everyone.
● Grand Cardinal Cross – 4 stark points of the square; they are learning points because unless we have

actually experienced the issue, we don't really understand it.
● Communications will be affected for the rest of April; there will be ups and downs and maybe words

coming out sharper than usual – time to back off a bit with our own opinions:
• we need to be more patient and understanding of what people are going through: may we all be
blessed with understanding and love
● We need to send thoughts of peace to those involved with the Russian crisis; ask for peace to be

extended to all in our united world. As we are part of a united world, those in US are a part of that.
● We will see the global revolution with the world; she feels it is over about time for the final details to be

completed; remember those less fortunate than ourselves
● Says she is not angry about her stroke: grateful that she is not paralysed; eye sight has been affected;

praying for continued improvement.
● Let us all pray for the good things and things we have learned from our tribulations
● This is a time of thanksgiving – family, friends, those who have crossed over and live in spirit: they are

with us all the time.
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Hard News:
• Talking of difficulties hooking up Skype on Windows 7: no place for user name & password
• Their geek spoke to Skype people; bigger problem than he knew – affecting all on Windows 7
Senator Ted Kennedy and Lady Di
• Ted Kennedy is NOT dead: only killed a clone
• Because Senator Bird left after 9/11, can come back if he chooses
T: he literally asked for forgiveness; he sat with a kid in a wheel chair who come back from Iraq
• Gave the names of 23 senators who voted against the war
• the young vet has left the planet
Kennedy and Lady Di: we are witnessing the final seconds: no dates
• The ripple effects of this blood moon / full eclipse are so powerful; the quickening effect of the
eclipse is getting larger and larger: the ripples affect entire solar system, and Kalki Maitreaya and
Vishnu show up
• They were very upbeat with what is happening: the market is hanging by nothing – will soon be 9
weeks since the markets collapsed; this coming Grand Cross could be the feather that topples it
• they cannot continue to lie about the gold etc; the BRICS countires are setting up their own IMF &
their own monetary systems
• Putin gave a 4.5 hour talk: Snowden asked questions in English; Putin answered in Russian
• Putin said they only spy on certain people with the permission of the court: T has a bridge to sell!
• The story in the Ukraine and Crimea is about the US, the great satan, not Putin;
the pro-Russians are being paid by John McCain, Shinsu Abe, and 7 other repulbicans are
continuing their mobilization fo NATO
• Mr Putin says we do not need NATO in Ukraine or Crimea; NATO is created by descendants of
Mother's wayward children who came from Nibiru – Putin called them Nazis
Lady Di: Putin/ Russia is a member of Brics – Brazil, Russia, China, South America
• They have their own banking system, credit system – they will not be under the thumb of any
American systems
• In spite of the sanctions, there are ways around them – and their own banking system is one
Randi Rhodes: we have an oligarchy here; they have one over there
T: we knot that: things are not so good in Russia either.
• Yet Putin for 4.5 hours has students and all kinds of people asking him questions;
• this is a monthly event; T has never seen anything like this on an international scale – not even
Obama is doing anything quite like this
Ted Kennedy; Bernie Sanders on Thom Hartman said the same:
• the sign-up numbers [ 8 million] for ACA means they are moving right into Universal health care
• The 26 Republican governors who are not participating in the ACA are really murderers – cites the
story of the young woman in Florida who died of a heart attack because she could not afford health
care or meds.
Situation in Nevada: BLM is a criminal enterprise: they want to do fracking, and the uranium and other
minerals under the soil; Bundy not on the up and up either
R: this has all come up because we have not dealt with criminal enterprises in the US:
• 90% of the population want background checks before people can get a gun:
• that bill did not pass & the Congress is not listening: this is NOT a democratic republic
• When the Koch Bros step in; they are some of the richest life forms on the planet, supposdely
• yet KOS and others have told Rama that this has nothing to do with anything: they DO NOT
have the money they think they do, and St Germain is in charge! They are playing with False
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Evidence Appearing Real
• When you have enough money to buy whatever you want; you can buy your gov't and your
congress men: NOW KARMA STEPS IN – you are playing in Mother's turf & the story ends in the
Dark Rift
Ted and Lady Di: the return of Khalki Maitreya and Lord Vishnu is now assured
• We are to stay out of the fray of getting angry at the 13 families; it is going to get even uglier
• The right wing steam machine is ramping it up in NEVADA: time to listen to other news RT.com IS
TELLING THE TRUTH, esp ABBY MARTIN AND MAX KEISER [Abby cannot say what T & R say
about Obama]
R met a man called “Robert” in Santa Fe, a former lobbyist who made 7 figures in DC; this ties in with a
whistle blower who was murdered, not a suicide - what he was saying: we don't need to touch
another drop of oil; our galactic friends are here & walking in West Wing
T: Abby Martin broke into tears at the end of her show – she had been friends with him
R: talked to Gates McFadden, the actress who played Beverly Crusher the doctor on Star Trek:
• Rama met her in 1987 at a Star Trek convention
• she said we need to meditate every day and work with the energies pouring in to make a peaceful
planet, as Gene Rodenberry's ideals were behind Star Trek.
• She wondered why people on the planet did not understand that we have friends from other
places – this is NOT SOMETHING NEW: they have been here for millions and millions
of
years. May be new to some people who have been programmed or who lost their connection to the
stars and other star beings.
• Gene R had some good ideas that were the spirit of Star Trek: if we were to take a lesson from
Gene, we would know that the earth is a star ship like all the other planets. And the earth bodies of
the planets respond to energy, and Yes they are using and manipulating weather from the ISS, yet
how we respond or react to those things - not paying attention to what is happening, for example
• Gates said: Continue doing as you are doing: as you continue to exhibit these ideas, that we are
truly children of the sun and children of the stars, we will get the help we need from our star
brothers and sisters.
Ted, Lady Di spoke of a world leader leaving soon; the hints were it will be Netanyahu {no dates!]
R: has to do with what Israel has done to Palestine and the rest of the planet
has been to see Swami Vishnu Davananda
• Swami Vishnu worked with Marcel Vogel to create the Vogel crystals which are the closest to the
crystals used on the ships
• Gates Mc Fadden has 3 of those crystals that do amazing things the crystals can be found on the
voge crystal website – a bit pricey, but the next evolutionary leap;
• she had been to Swami Vishnu's ashram several times
R talked to Mike Papantonio, Bobby Kennedy Jr and Raj Patal
• Mike P is America's best trial lawyer; he is filing a multi-, multi-billion lawsuit against the
Republican party and the NRA, the Koch Bros, Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity, John McCain, Mitch
McConnell, Sarah Palin and Kissenger, John Boehner, Eric Cantor, Paul Ryan, Scott Walker, Rick
Scott, Jeb bush, Chris Christie, Rich Kaseic of Ohil Bushes St & Jr, Cheney, Dick Cheney
• It states that the entire Republican party and the NRA have been and are plotting a coup d'etat
against the US of America and her people, and they have been and still are trying to murder the
entire Obama family; He named them a domestic terrorist organization
R: when you sit on Wall Street and in the Congress and are able to buy legislation, and manipulate the
markets with a few phone calls, get a few people bye-bye, this is not a democracy or a republic,
and this is what these folks have been doing.
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T: When Jimmy Carter was Pres and had placed solar panels on the Capitol Building
He said “We need to take all of oursubsidies from the oil and put them behind the companies nonfossil fuel sources . . . and we are going to charge you for that . . and the land that you are running
these things over .. by imminent domain – we are going to charge you for that
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has issued its report, the truth is their warnings are
actually quite conservative.
R: the Lakota nation & other nations are coming to Washington to set up their tents on Ap 25 th and 26th
- only over our living spirit are you going to run that pipeline over our land
T: the Grand Cardinal Cross and what it represents – Ap 23 and 24 th
• As Annie said, the energy will be somewhat intense & challenging. The key is to manage it, if you lose
your temper and get depressed or overwhelmed in this frequency; it can disrupt your auric field and
result in enery loss.
• Use this time in higher self to meditate, contemplate and prioitize; it will be a crucible and bring
to the surface things you were not expecting.
MR: will be listening to Laura Magdalene Eisenhauer, Great Granddaugher of Ike, being interviewed by
Alfred Lambremont Webre:
[SEE BELOW]
She has just returned from the 22nd symposium – she called it the equivalent to the Citizens Hearing
Laura Magdalene Eisenhower: ET invasion has already occurred and governments do not want us to
know

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdfIuTm2VuM&feature=youtu.be
Laura's website:

Www.cosmicgaia2012.com

Q & A session:
R: that was awesome! Thank you! He concurred with most of what was there: as Rana Mu has said: all
former timelines are dissolved, and we are in a new one called Sat Yuga
T: Laura did not take this to the Ashtar Command level which is the higher story
MR: understands this is an introductory level - a broader perspective for the general public
T: she was invited to go to Mars when Andrew Basiago and Barack Obama went to Mars; she declined
R: he has been to Mars with Mother and Ashtar; did not see what they saw, as he was in the centre of Mars
which is a paradise.
MR: asks about the light seen on the surface of Mars
[SEE BELOW]
R: the picture has been on Al Jazeera and other places; it's our friends saying hello and that there is more
going on than what is put out by the fake news agencies.
R: we are not waiting until 2017; we are in the midst of changing this and we have the wind at our
back, as Carl Boudreau says. The shenanigans going on we are seeing; they cannot get that they
are out of time and money but not love
• has looked at the transhuman project: transferring the soul matrix into another form does not sound like
fun
MR: got the idea that 2017 might be the finsh of a certain state/stage of being - everyone should be aware
of the changes by then
T: we've already made a shift! This blood moon and the eclipse have been the catalyst for that shift!
MR: this week has been pretty bizarre in terms of what she has been reading, seen
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Caller1: re: the grand cardinal cross: if you were present for the blood moon, then you are targeted to be
here for the Grand Cross. Where is the Pres in terms of moving forward to any kind of precursor
announcement – eg, martial law?
T: there won't be any precursors: whatever has to happen will just happen. Nada said a few weeks ago
they have made their bed and now they get to sleep in it: they will just be taken out!
• The White Knights and the galactics will just beam into the Koch Bros house: they get just one
stand down order, as they don't stand down, they are gone!
• The Nevada scene is an on-purpose, Kock brothers event: they want to create a civil war – guns
did make it to the scene
R: on Jazeera,saw a guy connected with the militia and called himself the joker; when you strap on a
bazooka etc and take on the BLM and others – that is not coming from a place of balance!
C !: last week, Hillary was in NV and a young lady threw a shoe at her: a symbol to show who Hillary is:
R: she is detention in a NV jail, facing detention for a year
C 1: When Hillary is in public, has anyone seen her transform into a dragon / reptile?
T: yes, a number of times: Godlike productions has some: can see her eyes turn into slits, see skin getting
scaly
C 1: has had interesting news: the pope and the queen are indicted for war crimes and crimes against
humanity: is it true that Francis may make a major announcement about standing down?
T: was it by the ICC the sovereign citizens world court? It has to go before ICJ and LM Nada
• Francis cannot step down as he is not the real Pope! Ratzinger is still the pope!
• Both of them will definitely be arrested!
C1: the weather: a very unusual winter: 2 days ago, close to 90*, yesterday at 34*
T: they have been manipulating the weather all along!!
• As you listen to the inter governmental panel on climate change – last weekend, gave out a
2nd report , which was conservative! The human race is finished as we are over 400 parts per million
due to the methane gas release under the ice caps – and it is 25x more lethal than carbon dioxide.
• When we reached peak oil in the 70s – '76, 77 – Jimmy Carter put the solar panels on the roof
and offered great incentives to oil companiets to go green
R: a company in NM called Domeworks, someone called Nicole Dubois in Colorado – the people from
Domeworks built a community that was completely solar; they were totally off the grid; they were
giving discounts to people to use solar: a tax break for companies willing to go into this
C1: about the missing airliner SH 370: are the people in training on a ship?
R: they are on the new Jerusalem
C !: when are they to be back? T &R: AFTER NESARA HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED, AND THESE ONES
ARE GONE. Then they will land with thems
R: Dr Keshe – New 6 minute you tube video about his plasma reactors – such a positive sign that we are in
a new paradigm and do not need the old energies
C1 - what do you think of the TV series Resurrection, and the other one called Believe
R: they watch Resurrection every Sunday; the use of the Ets is not positive in this one; not really what we
need right now
C1: why did ?? disappear from that jail cell? He went to the ships – he was a not-so-nice character
• Little boy is the best part of the story so far; fascinated with the lady / little girl whose heart is in
the right place
T: this is what we have to deal with in our reality: we have people like the one lady
describes the 7 levels of programming
• Tribal consciousness work with rituals and shamans, kind of primitive
• Mass consciousness: where the communications spread – technology, programming another dumbing
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down processes
• Knowledge of good and evil – where religions play; where we are stuck now
• Discipleship – where we seek knowledge of higher truth/age of gurus
• Age of Understanding
There is no way we could have done this any sooner than this: the energies coming in are going so
fast , and the energies are coming in so fast
C1: yesterday was the anniversary of the Boston Bombing: will the young boy who is being charged be
freed – what will be talked about when he goes to trial
T: Will all be revealed all at once; when we have full disclosure, all this will be ripped from our minds
• Mother said in the early '90s: as this all comes down, there will be a point where it will come down
whether we are ready or not: some people will be so over-whelmed, they will literally die of fright:
and it is because the suppressing over a lifetime of reality and truth and programming and having
all their veils ripped off will be more than they can handle – which is why
• After knowledge of good and evil there is discipleship where you seek knowledge of higher truth where
you are not just going to the circuls/church
• And we get into the age of understanding that the age of gurus is over – we are the teacher
MR: thanks to all the questioners and question answerers!
Closing: Angelsu
• A fascinating evening: so grateful for what we have been given tonight!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, Ap 8

Video~ There is Light on Mars!

By Carol Christian, Houston Chronicle – April 7, 2014
http://tinyurl.com/kwywzg5
A NASA camera on Mars has captured what appears to be artificial light emanating outward from the
planet’s surface.
The photo, beamed millions of miles from Mars to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., was
taken last week, apparently by one of two NASA rovers on the red planet.
Although the space agency hasn’t issued any official statement yet about the phenomenon, bloggers and
NASA enthusiasts have started chiming in.
Scott C. Waring, who maintains the website UFO Sightings Daily, posted the photo April 6.
Waring noted that the light shines upward, as if from the ground, and is very flat across the bottom.
“This could indicate there there is intelligent life below the ground and uses light as we do,” Waring wrote
on his website. “This is not a glare from the sun, nor is it an artifact of the photo process.”
NASA photos capture the strange bright light coming out of Mars
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2014, Ap 14

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower~ ET invasion has already occurred and governments
do not want us to know

http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2014/04/laura-magdalene-eisenhower-reveals-et-disclosuresecrets-at-the-world-et-summit.html

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower: ET invasion has already occurred and governments do not want us
to know
WATCH ON YOU TUBE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdfIuTm2VuM&feature=youtu.be
VANCOUVER, BC - In an ExopoliticsTV interview with Alfred Lambremont Webre, cosmologist Laura
Magdalene Eisenhower, affirmed that an Extraterrestrial invasion has already occurred and governments
do not want us to know. Reiterating her statement before the World Symposium in San Marino, Ms.
Eisenhower stated, "There has been a massive cover up in regards to ET contact with our governments
and there has been much secrecy in regards to those who have been either abducted or contacted - this is
because an invasion has already taken place and they don’t want us to know this. This invasion has
infiltrated every sector of our society, in disguise to most, but blatantly obvious to many. When we look at
Whistleblower testimony - it is clear that some sort of deal was made with a group of ET’s and from what I
have discovered, this began long before Ike [former U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Ms.
Eisenhower's great-grandfather] ever stepped into office."
Laura Magdalene Eisenhower's official statement at San Marino is set out below.

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower: Disclosure
March 30, 2014
Official Statement by Laura Magdalene Eisenhower
Original source:
http://cosmicgaiasophia.com/LauraEisenhower033014Disclosure.pdf
READ FULL ARTICLE:
http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2014/04/laura-magdalene-eisenhower-reveals-et-disclosuresecrets-at-the-world-et-summit.html
As presented at the 22nd WORLD SYMPOSIUM ON UFOs AND RELATED PHENOMENA;
Extraterrestrials and World Politics (the Italian equivalent of the Citizen's Disclosure Hearings).
Republic of San Marino.
© 2014 Laura Magdalene Eisenhower /
www.CosmicGaiaSophia.com
All rights reserved. May be posted in its entirety, complete with copyright and links.
Source: http://cosmicgaiasophia.com/LauraEisenhower033014Disclosure.pdf
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______________________________________

For starters, I would like to share a quote from my Great Grandfather President Eisenhower from his
farewell address to the Nation on January 17, 1961 ~
“In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether
sought or unsought, by the military– industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists, and will persist. We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or
democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful
methods and goals so that security and liberty may prosper together.”
Being a descendant of Dwight David Eisenhower opened me up to everything that had to do with what his
famous speech warned us about - that being the Military Industrial Complex. It also helped me to see the
responsibility we each have as citizens, to be alert and knowledgable and to express our peaceful methods
and goals. Many of us were born with solutions and its time that our voices were heard. No one is
addressing our concerns and our children currently have no real future, but to live in an enslaved society.
After seeing so many rumors throughout my life in regards to Eisenhower and meetings with Extra
Terrestrials, I began to investigate the subject and then discovered that my path was leading me into more
than just research and information, but actual events that made it clear that these were not just rumors.
None of what I share comes from anything I got from other family members; I stand with my views,
experiences, theories and facts independently.
The creation of Contact Protocols in case of an open contact with Extraterrestrials is extremely important.
But the awareness of possible alien contact scenarios is important as well. There has been a massive
cover up in regards to ET contact with our governments and there has been much secrecy in regards to
those who have been either abducted or contacted - this is because an invasion has already taken place
and they don’t want us to know this. This invasion has infiltrated every sector of our society, in disguise to
most, but blatantly obvious to many. When we look at Whistleblower testimony - it is clear that some sort of
deal
was made with a group of ET’s and from what I have discovered, this began long before Ike ever stepped
into office. I have researched, experienced and investigated Exopolitics, remote viewing, channeling,
purported ET races and Galactic History and have been on a Mission that goes into this deeper energy
terrain, ever since I was a child. I also do session work with people that have experienced contact and
have gone through abductions so there is no question or doubt in my mind about whether or not ET’s are
interacting with humanity.
Perhaps some of the pieces of my jig saw puzzle might be wrong or false, but many are surely trustworthy.
Besides, as I shall tell you later, in 2006 I was recruited to go off planet to Mars, which is tied into the secret
Treaties which I will discuss in this paper - this agenda is called Alternative 3.
Sad Realities
We cannot deny Weather modification and the spraying of our skies. If this is something that people
struggle with believing, please research the work of Dane Wiggington, who is an expert in this field and
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also Scott Stevens - a former meteorologist. Really, all you need to do is look up at the sky to know that
something is very wrong. We are also dealing with the Fukushima disaster, Geoengineering, Genetically
Modified foods, false flags in the news, media control, Mind-control, possible fake alien invasion scenarios,
possible fake ascended masters and the threatening controlled collapse of the Economy, Martial law, FEMA
camps and the chipping of civilians.
For people hearing this for the first time, it pains me to share this, but I have to because I know things could
greatly shift, if you knew this all to be true. If you decide it is inaccurate than I accept that, I just ask that you
San Marino; Disclosure have an open mind and from there, do all you can to learn more and help us to
make this world a better place.
All these are not conspiracy theories, but a sad reality behind which a world Secret Government is
operating. A Shadow Government who has its hands on extraterrestrial technology. This has all been
carefully planned and set up, as a massive infiltration into the areas that are trying to solve these issues
and protect us. An Ex M-16 operative whistleblower states that the Military Industrial Extraterrestrial
Complex [MIEC] is currently using a “Tablets of Destiny” supercomputer system that includes the HAARPaerosol/chemtrails and Artificial Intelligence mind control system to attempt planetary ecocide and
genocide. He states that the Pleiadian fleet is here to liberate humanity and will be successful.
Those responsible and those who are involved have to be held accountable or assisted in breaking free of
the controls that are blackmailing them into doing this. With so many accounts of trauma-based mindcontrol, many involved are not even fully in possession of themselves. If this is hard to believe, please
research stories like that of Cathy O’Brien, Duncan O’Fineoan and Arizona Wilder, among many others.
We are challenged as a humanity in fully understanding the difference between who is here to help and
who isn’t, but that can only come through discernment and educating ourselves about our Galactic History
and through bringing hidden truths out into the open. We also must develop ourselves spiritually, so that we
are not limiting or blocking ourselves from expanding into higher Earth energies.
This is not about New Agey or religious belief systems, it is more about the recognition of integrity, our need
for unification and taking care of our planet and respecting other life forms. We need to do what is right for
ourselves and for future generations and not put money or fear first. We need to see all beings as
extensions of ourselves and it is up to us to align with what will serve the highest good of humanity and the
planet. Surely there is no concrete evidence for all the elements I am going to present. On the other hand,
in spite of this, they really show a possible “secret history” we have to face and consider.
When We First Hear About Treaties
For the most part, when we hear about relations with ET and our governments, we only hear about
Eisenhower. For instance, as Dr. Pinotti and CUN documented in 2000, today we know that UFOs were
reported in Italy during the Thirties and that Mussolini — considering them a new foreign aerial weapon, he
created in 1933 an official committee headed by Guglielmo Marconi – “Gabinetto RS 33” - with the purpose
of reverse engineering studies after a UFO crash in Lombardy and the recovering of two
Nordic-type pilots (II Duce) considered German pilots. These Italian studies were later inherited by Nazi
Germany.
In any case, in the USA the above mentioned Treaties did not originate with Eisenhower and although I
have numerous people to mention who validate this, I am only going to list a few. According to Jason
Bishop III, a Dulce Base Whistleblower, “The U.S. Government in 1933, agreed to trade animals and
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humans in exchange for High Tech Knowledge, and allow them to use underground bases that we
would not disturb, in the Western USA”.
According to a whislteblower and ex-operative of M-16, the first treaty between the Grey extraterrestrials
(reptilian-like beings from the Draco star system) and the American Government under the administration of
Roosevelt, was signed in July, 1934. It was the so-called “Grenada Treaty”. The treaty stated that in return
for the Greys providing high technology, the US federal government would allow the Greys to proceed
unhindered with human abductions for use in an ongoing ET genetic programs. This occurred after refusing
the help of the Pleiadians who wanted eventual military disarmament. He also said that after the US
government refused to work with the Pleiadians, they approached Hitler and the Nazis instead. The
Pleiadians worked out a treaty with Hitler and the Nazis that in exchange for technology the Nazis would
not attack the Jewish people. The Nazis developed their advanced saucer-shaped aircraft from the
Pleiadian
technology. Though Greys are well-known in abduction cases, ufologists have no reports of such events,
as well as of close encounters of the third kind with reptilian entities. But this whistleblower is not the first to
make such claims.
Reports confirmed by contactee Billy Meier stated that space-time technology was exchanged by a certain
race of Pleiadians with Hitler’s Germany during 1933 to 1934, seemingly through a group of Nazi
channelers: the psychic women called ‘Vrilerinnen’ and headed by Maria Orsich. Billy Meijer and the exoperative both said that by 1941, the Pleiadians pulled out of the treaty and would no longer deal with Hitler
and Nazis. It was at this time that the Greys approached them, and this is where the Nazi
trauma-based mind control technology came from.
According to the ex-operative of M-16, the Treaties are renewed every 10 years... If these statements are
true, this is what the backdrop is, which potently validates the meetings with ET’s that took place in the
Eisenhower administration in 1954. Our government, during the Roosevelt administration, seemingly got
secret technologies that weren’t about mind control, like what the Nazis received, but were anti-gravity
devices, metals and alloys, free energy, and medical technology and this was in exchange for allowing the
Greys to infiltrate human societies on different levels, which also included the possibility of
cloning certain World leaders. So now we see that both sides have been influenced by these Greys.
Infiltration Continues
It seems infiltration has been a factor since the 2nd World War and the War just changed into something
else, but was never won. During Truman’s time in the presidency, handling the ET problem was a task
that the President could not alone manage. Many crashes seem to have taken place before Roswell in
1947, and this was stored at today’s Area 51 where many tests, crafts, ET autopsies and experiments have
been and are still being conducted. Extra-Terrestrials are also said to occupy this base along with others,
like scientists and military personnel. Morgan Martell discusses on his website about Project Paperclip ~
In 1946, President Truman authorized Project Paperclip. One purpose of Operation Paperclip was to deny
German scientific expertise and knowledge to the Soviet Union and United Kingdom as well as inhibit postwar Germany from redeveloping its military research capabilities. One of the fields that Nazi
doctors and psychologists had made advances in, was that of social and behavioral engineering in
humans, also known as mind control.
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The OSS (Office of Strategic Services) had already been active with Operation Paperclip for over 3 months
before Truman gave the order, and many Nazi party members had already entered the United States. So
the
OSS resorted to whitewashing the histories of Nazis or sometimes even creating entirely new identities
which made it easy for them to spread their influence in America. It has been said by the Whisteblower of
M-16, that the CIA was created almost two years after this and the American National Security act of 1947,
to handle the massive number of mind-control, cloning, and other covert projects that were born from
Paperclip. Normal laws do not apply to them, so they can get away with all sorts of things. All of this has
turned most defense related projects and technologies, into weapons used to control us. MJ-12 (Majestic
Twelve) was also created, as a group dealing in ET investigations. This was also the year of the Roswell
crash and where the Extra Terrestrial Biological Entities (EBE’s) came into the picture, that helped
us to make contact with their race.
Alternatives 1,2, 3 and Mars
When President Eisenhower was in office, he commissioned a secret society known as THE JASON
SOCIETY (JASON SCHOLARS) in 1955, which is considered to be a branch of Majestic-12, that Truman
established while in office. The Jason Scholars was created to sift through all the facts, evidence,
technology, lies and deception and find the truth of the alien question. Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 are three
agendas recommended by JASON Society scholars and are related to different scenarios to prevent a
possible future Doomsday that is more than likely induced and not natural, but this was not
known back then by many because they surely would not go along with it and I believe that this is a part of
the warning Ike gave us.
The first Alternative is about the use of nuclear devices to blast holes in the stratosphere from which heat
and pollution could escape into space, the second aims at building a network of underground cities and
tunnels in which mankind’s selected élite could survive, and the third deals with a secret space colonization
program on Mars with the same purpose. I was recruited to go to Mars in 2006, but declined, because I
believe the power of the human Spirit, our connection to this Earth and our unification as a race is going to
carry us through, and so will our connection with our own higher consciousness and higher dimensional ET
races and their advanced technologies that are in harmony with Nature.
San Marino; Disclosure
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